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The latest studies and research in Augmented Reality and its influence on improving 

academic success in students is still too early to tell.  Despite the technologies infancy and the 

lack of inexpensive augmented reality headsets/mobile devices for a full roster of classroom 

students to even perform these studies, research increases while and has been conducted around 

the world with encouraging results.  The common research done thus far has been mostly short-

term in study and centers to prove/disprove augmented reality implementation being a factor in 

increase of motivation.  The articles/studies seen below present the findings of the studies using 

augmented reality in the classroom. 

 

New Stanford Research Examines how Augmented Reality affects People’s Behavior 

Neuroscience News & Research (Bailenson et al., 2019)  

 Jeremy Bailenson, a professor at the School of Humanities and Sciences performed a 

behavioral study of individuals performed simple tasks and interacting with a 3D avatar sitting 

across from them on a real chair (overlay using AR headset).  The human subject’s behavior was 

observed and recorded while the subject completed puzzles.  There was also further observation 

during the post-augmented experience when the augmented glasses were removed.  Bailenson’s 

previous research was similar but only in a fully virtual environments using virtual reality 

glasses.  Here the study was an overlay computer-generated avatar sitting in a real chair in a real 

room with the test subject. The research was with 218 participants involving three studies. 

 The first study was how the augmented experience effected social inhibition.  The subject 

was given tasks that became progressively harder while in the presence of a virtual avatar.  In 

previous research the presence of someone watching a subject during the harder tasks has shown 

to heighten the difficulty.  The question here would be if the presence of a virtual person (in AR) 

has that same effect as a real person in the room.  There was significant evidence that indeed the 

presence of the avatar did cause poor results on anagram tests performed by the subject versus 

the more satisfactory anagram performances done while not seeing the virtual avatar in the 

subject’s peripheral vision.  Another similar study example was given after the AR visors were 

removed from the subjects and told to sit down in a chair in the room.  72 percent of the subjects 

always chose not to sit in the chair the ghost avatar had been sitting in previous during the testing 

phase.  This again denoted a social awareness of the AR personality and its evident effect on the 

subject, even when no longer seeing the ghost avatar visibly. Bailenson noted “The fact that not a 

single one of the subjects in the study took the seat where the avatar sat was a bit surprising.”  He 

even concluded that the results highlighted how AR content when integrated with your physical 

space can affect the way we interact with the augmented elements/avatars.   

 The last study Bailenson performed was to examine the social connection between two 

people who are having a conversation wearing the AR headsets.  The report concluded that those 

wearing the headsets felt less socially connected to their conversation partner.  Bailenson 

concluded that much more research needed to be performed before putting a nail in the coffin on 

whether augmented reality has serious social-psychological costs in the long run. 
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The Use of Augmented Reality Pop-Up Book to Increase Motivation in English Language 

Learning For National Primary School 

 ResearchGate (Mahadzir & Phung et al., 2013) 

In this year long study of augmented reality’s effect in the classroom, researchers took to 

130 participants in Amasya University in Turkey.  These students consisted of 82 females and 48 

males.  The study incorporated pop-up books using visual media devices to showcase 

illustrations as well as pronounced audio for learning English.  It is important to note that most of 

these students had previously learned a semester of English (3 credits a week) introduction so 

they would be termed “false beginners”.  The researchers looked to answer the following 

questions: What is the effect of materials designed with AR technology on learners, Is there a 

significant difference between the use of augmented reality technology and learner’s motivation 

in terms of majors as well as gender?  Is there a correlation between the use of augmented reality 

and academic achievement of the learner?   

The researched used the Material Motivation Survey (Keller, 1987) to determine the 

undergraduate students’ motivational level when using AR technology integrated into the English 

learning curriculum.  The proceeding survey (given to students after the class was over) was 

broken down into 24 items with a Likert scale to 1 to 5. Common items would include: “There 

was something interesting at the beginning of this lesson that got my attention” as well as “The 

content of this material is relevant to my interests”.  Ultimately these item center around two 

factors: attention/relevance and confidence/satisfaction.  The previous class learning materials, a 

mundane course book and rudimentary language learning materials, would be merged with 

augmented pop-up displays from barcode recognition by the monitoring visual devices provided.  

The resulting pop-up would not only show an animation of the wording but also pronounce the 

translations in clear English.  This added visual stimulation as well as audible (repeatable) 

response made the class more interesting and would hopefully result in memorization for longer 

periods of time. 

The results were overwhelmingly positive but with varying degrees.  The highest item 

mean in the resulting survey was a 4.12 for the inquiry “These materials are eye-catching”.  The 

next highest was “the content and style of writing in this lesson convey the impression that it’s 

content is worth knowing” (4.1).  The lowest mean was 1.33 for “This material was more 

difficult to understand than I would like for it to be”.   

A final means was calculated for attention/relevance (3.94), confidence/satisfaction (3.96) 

and finally overall motivation (3.95).  The conclusion was that the materials designed in 

accordance with AR technology had a positive effect on increasing students’ motivation towards 

learning vocabulary.  Using the mean a standard deviation in comparing gender and major, both 

factors (gender and major) showed no significant evidence they were a factor in the effect of 

motivation. 
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The Impact of an Augmented Reality Application on Learning Motivation of Students  

Hindawi (Kahn, Johnston, Ophoff et al., 2019) 

In a study the researchers wanted to see the impact of motivation using augmented reality 

in a health science classroom environment. The focus was on four factors: attention, relevance, 

confidence, and satisfaction.  78 undergraduate students studying for their bachelor’s in medicine 

at the University of Cape Town (South Africa) were subjected to an enhanced health science 

class with implemented AR technology.  The AR was portable visual devices with cameras 

(Ipads) that would overlay different systems of the human body (endocrine, skeletal) onto their 

classroom tables.  This would go along with the course material customary in class. The 

curriculum was entitled “The impact of disease and the role of healthcare”.  This study involved 

a questionnaire before (opinions of current learning materials) and after the AR class experience 

(sharing opinions of experience).  The questions centered around motivation comparison 

between using the old textbook and visual illustrations verses the newly incorporated AR visual 

materials.  Listed below our means of the findings tabulated from the pre and post 

questionnaire… 

 
With the small exception of relevance, it seemed all other factors (attention, confidence, 

satisfaction) were showing significant positive differences in the classis’s motivation levels. 

 As a follow up, the lecturers of the two classes that were studied were themselves 

questioned about the experience of using AR in the classroom.  Lecturer X conclusions were that 

“although AR represents an exciting new technology in higher education, we should caution 

ourselves against embracing it blindly.”  Lecturer Y concluded on a more positive note: “AR 

looks to make learning fun, appealing to multiple learning styles and increasing motivation to 

learn”.  In the end both lecturers concluded that more studies must be done before drawing any 

conclusions. 

 

Conclusion 

With augmented technology still in it’s infancy both technologically and used practically 

in today’s markets it’s only foolish for one to assume the long lasting effects of eye-candy visuals 

will maintain the motivation in classrooms over a longer periods of common exposure.  Most of 

the studies are very short term and introducing visuals that, for the moment, might motivate but 
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over time wax old to those learning.  The AR technology today is physically heavy in one’s 

hands (Ipad, Iphone etc) and educational apps for AR are barely even a blip on the IOS 

marketplace.  As the technology becomes more abundant and affordable for large numbers of 

classroom students further long terms studies can be done in not only determining the long term 

effects of motivation in the classroom but also the influence of AR in overall increasing 

academic achievement (again in the long run). 


